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Characterization and Preparation of Bio-Tubular Scaffolds for Fabricating Artificial Vascular by Combining Electrospinning and 3D Printing System
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The last decade has seen artificial blood vessels composed of natural polymer nanofibers grafted into human bodies to facilitate the recovery of damaged blood vessels. However, electrospun nanofibers (ENs) of biocompatible materials such as chitosan (CTS) suffer from poor mechanical properties. This study describes the design and fabrication of artificial blood vessels composed of a blend of CTS and PCL ENs and coated with PCL strands using rapid prototyping technology. The resulting tubular vessels exhibited excellent mechanical properties and showed that this process may be useful for vascular reconstruction.

Surgical vascular repair is relatively common for replacing damaged or lost blood vessels due to trauma or vascular disease.1 The number of artificial vascular bypass surgeries, including those used to repair coronary arteries or the damage caused by vascular disease, is 400,000 per annum.2,3 Many biomedical engineering researchers are currently developing alternative strategies incorporating bio-functional materials for the regeneration of live blood vessels.4 Electrospun nanofibers (ENs), which can range in size from the sub-macroscopic scale to the nanometer scale and are fabricated using an electrospinning (ELSP) method, are commonly used as biomaterial scaffolds due to their large surface area and ability to mimic the extracellular matrix.5,6 Furthermore, ELSP can easily control the fibrous thickness and ENs have a high porosity.7,8 These properties are important parameters for cells adhesion and proliferation within scaffolds.5,6,10

Among the various polymer nanofibers that have been developed, chitosan (CTS) ENs are particularly well-suited for regenerating various tissue because of the intrinsic bioaffinity of CTS, a natural amino polysaccharide (poly(1,4-D-glucosamine)). Commonly, CTS ENs are able to use biomedical scaffold for tissue reconstruction such as skin, bone, cartilage and vascular graft applications.11 CTS EN is a kind of hydrophilic biomaterials which would swell in an aqueous environment. Therefore, it is very important to maintain the original fibrous structures for a long time when using these scaffolds. For this reason, neutralized-CTS ENs were used in order to maintain fibrous structure followed by that outcomes were used as tissue engineered bio-scaffold area and have been evaluated through in vitro or in vivo studies.12-15 Recently, Fengyi Du et al.16 and Min Zhou et al.17 demonstrated the merits of artificial vascular systems composed of electrospun chitosan (CTS) blended with synthetic polycaprolactone (PCL) nanofibers in in vitro and in vivo studies. Both of the materials have been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA).18 The introduction of PCL enhanced the physical strength of the artificial vessels. However, to obtain scaffolds with sufficient strength, the CTS content was reduced to levels that are unsuitable for healthy vascular repair. Additionally, artificial biocompatible vessels must be able to withstand high blood pressure, must not elicit an immune response, and should maintain the required form until full restoration with live vascular cells has been achieved.19 Recently, the fabrication of solid free forms by rapid prototyping has received an enormous amount of attention. Rapid prototyping is a facile means of producing biocompatible nanofiber scaffolds without the use of toxic solvents, and it allows the design of countless three-dimensional structures with controlled fiber size and spacing.20-25 In this study, we designed and printed 3D artificial blood vessels composed of CTS/PCL ENs covered with PCL strands. This approach introduces a new paradigm with regard to the use of rapid prototyping for tubular vascular after 30 seconds.

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the process used to fabricate 3D tubular artificial vascular scaffolds.
Fig. 2 Surface chemical properties of CTS (dark red), CTS/PCL (black), and PCL (dark blue) nanofiber scaffolds as characterized by FT-IR.

Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrographs show the surface morphology of electrospun tubular (a) CTS nanofibers, (b) CTS/PCL nanofibers, (c) PCL nanofibers, (d) PCL-coated CTS nanofibers, (e) PCL-coated CTS/PCL nanofibers, and (f) PCL-coated PCL nanofibers.

scaffolds. As shown in Fig.1, CTS was blended with PCL tubular ENs, and the resulting composite was covered with tubular PCL strands, i.e., PCL coated.

The CTS blended with PCL was fabricated combining ELSP and rapid prototyping methods. The outcomes were characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Surface contact angles, water absorption, and the mechanical properties of the artificial vessels were also evaluated. The detailed experimental procedure of including materials, methods, synthesis, and analytical equipment information were described in the electronic supplementary information (ESI).

The surface chemistry of the fabricated CTS and CTS/PCL ENs was analyzed by FT-IR absorbance. The spectrum of the CTS EN film shown in Fig.2 contains a characteristic peak at 1659 cm\(^{-1}\), corresponding to an amide bond (N–H). The spectrum of PCL EN contained peaks corresponding to C–H bonds and an ester carbonyl group at 2938 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1725 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. The spectrum of CTS/PCL (9:1) EN contained bond amide and ester carbonyl peaks, indicating that CTS and PCL were well blended, as observed previously.\(^{26}\) The SEM micrographs in Fig. 3a-c show the morphological characteristics of CTS, CTS/PCL, and PCL EN, respectively. CTS EN fibers were small in diameter and did not form a well-ordered topology. Conversely, micrographs of CCL EN showed a straight, well-ordered topology with larger fiber diameters. The micrograph of CTS/PCL EN shows a more ordered morphology than does CTS EN alone.\(^{27}\) Blending the synthetic polymer into the natural polymer resulted in an even morphology indicative of a material that is well-suited to ELSP deposition.\(^{26,28}\) The combined results of FT-IR and SEM analyses show that CTS and CTS/PCL EN tubes were successfully fabricated using an ELSP method.

The surface morphologies of the final products of the aforementioned procedure were characterized by SEM. The micrographs in Fig 3d-f show the three-dimensional, layer-by-layer structure of the PCL strands atop films of CTS, CTS/PCL, and PCL EN, respectively. The PCL strand diameter and inter-strand spacing were 300 um and 1200 um, respectively. The smaller micrographs in Fig. 3d-f show the boundary between the EN film and the overlaying strands. The micrograph in Fig. 3d shows that the CTS EN and PCL materials were not entirely compatible due to differences in their relative hydrophilicity.\(^{29}\) Fig. 3e, however, shows that the CTS/PCL EN film was uniformly affixed to the PCL strands without a boundary gap. Furthermore, the PCL EN film and the overlaying PCL strands were also in full contact (Fig. 3f). Although PCL and CTS differ significantly in hydrophilicity and would not ordinarily mix evenly, the blended film acts as an interface layer that allows the two materials to come into intimate contact.\(^{28,30}\) This type of contact is crucial to forming strong vascular scaffolds.

Fig. 4 shows contact angle measurements on each of the scaffold materials. The upper three photographs show a water droplet immediately after deposition. The lower three photographs were acquired after 30 seconds. Fig. 4a and d show that the PCL-coated CTS EN material had an initial contact angle of 44°, which was reduced to zero after 30 seconds. The PCL-coated CTS/PCL EN material had an initial contact angle of 79°, which decreased to 48°.
The fabricated tubular scaffolds were suitable in terms of both surface morphology and mechanical properties, both of which were significantly enhanced by the printing of PCL strands on the EN substrate. Our results demonstrate the synthesis of artificial vessels composed of EN reinforced with 3D-printed PCL strands.
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Fig. 6 Strain-stress curves (left) and ultimate tensile strengths (right) of tubular nanofibers and PCL-coated tubular nanofibers.

In both cases, the decrease in contact angle is indicative of water absorption. In contrast, the PCL-coated PCL EN material had an initial contact angle of 113°, which remained unchanged. These results confirm the relatively high hydrophobicity of PCL. Thus, one may expect differences in the water absorption properties of these materials as a function of PCL content.29

Fig. 5 and Fig. S2 (ESI, †) show that the PCL-coated CTS EN material absorbed approximately 13% more water between 10 and 40 seconds of exposure. Similarly, the PCL-coated CTS/PCL EN material showed a 28% increase in water absorption between 10 and 40 seconds of exposure. In the stable contact angle of the PCL-coated PCL EN material indicates that no water was absorbed, likely due to the hydrophobic nature of the material. Furthermore, after 30 sec, the PCL-coated CTS EN scaffold absorbed approximately 18% more water than did the PCL-coated CTS/PCL EN material. Additionally, the absorption rate did not noticeably increase beyond 30 seconds both PCL-coated CTS EN and PCL-coated CTS/PCL EN. This phenomenon means that materials of final equilibrium of water uptake are 30 sec. This is likely due to the higher CTS content in the CTS EN. Previous reports have demonstrated that the wettability and relative hydrophilicity of a polymer surface are determining factors of the degree of cell adhesion and migration.31,35 Thus, the high CTS content of the tubular, PCL-coated CTS EN scaffolds described herein allows for good cell adhesion and proliferation.34

Conclusions

In summary, novel and strong artificial blood vessels were fabricated using ELSP and a 3D bioprinting system. CTS, PCL, and blended CTS/PCL EN scaffolds were fabricated and evaluated by FTIR and SEM. Water absorption, and therefore hydrophilicity, increased with increasing proportions of CTS.